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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  
 

I. Introduction and Historical Background 
 
1. According to the Planning Commission of India’s approach paper to the Twelfth Five-
Year Plan, FY2013–FY2018,1 the infrastructure investment required to sustain a gross domestic 
product (GDP) growth rate of over 8% is estimated to be around $1 trillion during the plan 
period. This implies that the infrastructure investment to GDP ratio needs to increase from about 
8% in FY2012 (the plan’s base year) to around 10% by FY2017 (the plan’s terminal year). 
Infrastructure investment bears special significance for the financial sector as these investments 
are typically lump sum and involve a long gestation period. Infrastructure projects are also 
subject to procedural delays, exposing the lender to the risk of un-realized returns. 
 
2. During FY2000–FY2010, the total scheduled commercial bank credit to infrastructure 
increased by around 40%, and infrastructure accounted for almost 15% of total non-food credit 
by FY2010. Concurrently, there was an increase in short-term liabilities of banks and the asset–
liability mismatch witnessed an upward trend. Indian banks, which withstood the global financial 
crisis in FY2008–FY2009, have since shown stress. Since then Bank performance was 
conditioned by a challenging operational environment, which included high inflation and weak 
growth. In addition, weaknesses in state electricity boards and airlines worsened bank assets. 
 
3. Historical background. Historically, infrastructure finance was provided by 
development finance institutions (DFIs) created to provide long-term investments.2 While the 
reach of banks was expanded to extend working capital, DFIs mainly provided long-term 
finance.3 Low cost long-term funds were made available to DFIs from multilateral and bilateral 
agencies and government guaranteed bonds, which qualified for statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) 
investment. DFIs faced little competition as banks concentrated on working capital.    
 
4. Working group on development finance institutions. In FY2003, the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) set up a working group to address the regulatory and supervisory issues relating 
to term lending and refinancing institutions.4 The terms of reference of the working group 

included: (i) review the experience of DFIs converted into banks; (ii) indicate the status and 
prospects of those DFIs that are also considering converting into banks; and (iii) assess the 
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 Government of India, Planning Commission. 2011. Faster, Sustainable and More Inclusive Growth: An Approach 

Paper to the Twelfth Five-Year Plan. New Delhi.  
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  DFIs played a significant role in rapid industrialization of continental Europe. The first government sponsored DFI 

was created in the Netherlands in 1822. In France, significant developments in long-term financing took place from 
1848 to 1852 after the establishment of DFIs such as Crédit Foncier and Crédit Mobiliser. In Asia, the 
establishment of Japan Development Bank and other institutions fostered the rapid industrialization of Japan. 

3
 DFIs can be broadly categorized as all-India or state and/or regional level institutions. Functionally, all-India 

institutions can be classified as (i) term-lending institutions (e.g., Industrial Finance Corporation of India, Industrial 
Development Bank of India, and Infrastructure Development Finance Corporation) extending long-term finance to 
different industrial sectors; (ii) refinancing institutions extending refinance to banking as well as non-banking 
intermediaries extending finance to agriculture (National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development), small scale 
industries (Small Industries Development Bank of India), and the housing sector (National Housing Bank); (iii) 
sector-specific and/or specialized institutions (Export-Import Bank, Tourism Finance Corporation of India, Rural 
Electrification Corporation,  Housing and Urban Development Corporation, Indian Renewable Energy Development 
Agency, Power Finance Corporation, Indian Railway Finance Corporation); and (iv) investment institutions (Life 
Insurance Corporation of India, Unit Trust of India, General Insurance Corporation of India, IFCI Venture Capital 
Funds Limited, ICICI Venture Funds Management Company Limited). State and/or regional level institutions 
include various state financial corporations and state industrial development corporations. 
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  The RBI set up a working group to examine, within the broader framework of nonbank finance companies (NBFCs), 

various regulatory and supervisory aspects including access to short-term resources for the DFIs as a separate 
category. 
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financial position and the regulatory framework with regard to all the existing financial 
Institutions. The key recommendations of the working group included:   
 

(i) The role of DFIs as the exclusive providers of development finance has 
diminished. Banks may be encouraged to extend high-risk project finance with 
suitable government support to distribute risks and funding sources and develop 
appropriate credit appraisal and monitoring skills. Banks may also be permitted 
to raise long-term resources through the issuance of bonds to provide long-term 
project finance and for asset liability management (ALM).  

(ii) DFIs raise long-term resources and extend long-term credit to fund long 
gestation projects, and are thus unlikely to succeed due to pressure from high-
cost funds and exposure to high-credit risk sectors. DFIs are therefore dependent 
on government support for their existence. The government should decide which 
areas require development financing, and only those DFIs that the government 
decides to support should continue. The remaining DFIs must convert to either a 
bank or a non-bank finance company as recommended by the Narasimham 
Committee, and they should be subject to RBI regulations.5   

 

II. Emerging Issues in Bank Financing for Infrastructure  
 

5. In the context of the demise of DFIs, the role of banks in financing infrastructure has 
increased. Commercial banks remained well capitalized, as both capital to risk weighted assets 
(CRAR) (14.3%) and core CRAR (10.4%) under Basel II stood above the regulatory 
prescriptions. Section II examines key aspects for banks in India and provides an assessment of 
banks to meet infrastructure financing needs.  
 
6. Asset and liability management. In order to understand the possible impact of 
infrastructure lending on asset liability mismatches of the banking sector, the RBI analyzed the 
impact on ALM from total non-food gross bank credit and term deposits in total deposits.6 The 
analysis showed that the proportion of infrastructure credit in total non-food gross bank credit is 
positively correlated with ALM. However, the proportion of term deposits was negative. 
Recognizing the possible adverse impact of infrastructure financing by banks on their ALM, the 
RBI has taken various measures, including permitting banks to enter into take-out financing 
arrangements with other financial institutions.  

 
7. From March 2006 to September 2010, banks reported a positive asset–liability mismatch of 
14% of long-term assets, indicating that the creation of long-term assets exceeded the mobilization 

of long-term liabilities. The bucket-wise analysis of this positive asset–liability mismatch in the long-

term buckets shows that banks have created the highest asset–liability mismatch positive gap in 
the “>5  years” category (42.1%) compared to the “3–5 years” (31.0%) and “1–3 years” (26.9%) 

categories. Going forward, there is a need to make infrastructure projects commercially viable 
and to strengthen the corporate bond market to reduce dependence on banks for finance. 7 
 
8. Liquidity. Banks can currently meet a run on their deposits using only their liquid 
assets.8 While there are indications that the liquidity of some banks is deteriorating, SLR 
investments can help them ward off liquidity pressure. Foreign banks have a better liquid asset 
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 The liquid assets comprise cash, inter-bank-deposits, and investments. 
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position to guard against stress, primarily due to their higher proportion of short-term 
investments (less than 1 year) and excess SLR. 
 
9. Asset quality. The asset quality saw considerable deterioration during the second half 
of the fiscal year ending September 2012. The gross non-performing assets (NPAs) ratio for all 
banks rose to 3.6% in September 2012 from 2.9% in March 2012. The net NPA ratio stood at 
1.7% in September 2012, up from 1.2% in March 2012. Public sector banks witnessed the 
highest deterioration in asset quality (growth rate of gross NPAs at 45.7% year-on-year as of 
September 2012), which outpaced that of gross advances. The concerns on asset quality are 
also underscored by the increasing trend in the slippage ratio as well as in the ratio of slippages 
to actual recoveries. Except for foreign banks, these ratios have increased for all bank groups 
since March 2011. With the growth in gross NPAs continuing to tread above credit growth and 
with slippages remaining on an upward trend, bank profitability may come under pressure. 
 
10. Restructuring. While total gross advances of banks from March 2009–March 2012 grew 
by less than 20% (compound annual growth rate), restructured advances grew by over 40%. 
The proportion of restructured advances to gross total advances increased from 3.5% in March 
2011 to 4.7% in March 2012, increasing further to 5.9% by September 2012. Sectors like iron 
and steel, infrastructure, and textiles had a greater degree of restructuring.  
 
11. Credit risk to power. Pressure on asset quality in the power sector has worsened. 
Impairments have risen in the fiscal year ending September 2012. Additionally, there has 
recently been a dramatic increase in restructuring. The large exposure to power remains a 
concern for banks. As of March 2012, power accounted for more than half of total bank 
infrastructure credit. Also, the growth of power credit was higher than the overall credit growth to 
infrastructure. Thus there is a need to monitor the impact of lending to power on asset quality.  
 
12. Interest rate risk. Investments accounted for 29.8% of bank assets as of September 
2012. Stress tests revealed that the banks were capable of withstanding shocks to the upward 
movement of the yield curve at the low maturity buckets on the banking book. Therefore, the 
overall impact under the assumed scenarios is still manageable. 
 
III. Sector Issues in Infrastructure Financing  
 
13. Gross bank credit to infrastructure outstanding as of April 2012 was Rs6.2 trillion.  Data 
on sector-wise deployment of bank credit shows that its year-on-year growth declined to 14% in 
FY2012 from 38% in FY2011. RBI data shows that envisaged total fixed investment by large 
firms in new projects that were sanctioned loans in FY2011 dropped by 46% to Rs2.1 trillion 
from Rs3.9 trillion in FY2010. This drop was led by infrastructure and metals.  While telecom 
investments have declined, roads, ports, and airports have also decelerated sharply. More than 
half of corporate fixed investment in large projects came from infrastructure from FY2008 to 
FY2010, but its share dropped to 48.6% in FY2011.  

 
14. Roads. Most large companies in India are vertically integrated, and they execute 
projects as both developers and engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contractors. 
Most large EPC contractors have over-leveraged their balance sheets to raise debt, and their 
cash flows do not permit them to raise fresh debt. Therefore, projects are experiencing delays in 
achieving financial closure. The average time taken for financial closure in the case of the 
National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) is nearly 8 months in 70% of projects, 6 months 
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higher than concession agreement stipulations. In FY2012, concession agreements were 
signed for more than 25 projects, but financial closure of 15 projects is still pending.9   
 
15. Power. Though power tariffs have been increased and other steps initiated to improve 
the financial health of state electricity boards, the risk of non-payment of dues is of concern to 
their financial health. With large amounts of bank finance locked up in power, there is a risk that 
a significant portion of loans may require restructuring or may become non-performing.10 The 
Planning Commission recommends restructuring and rescheduling of accumulated losses of 
state electricity boards while ensuring that changes in fuel prices are a pass-through and tariffs 
are revised. In addition, subsidies should be funded by the state governments and not by 
withholding payments of power producers or by short-term bank borrowings. 
 
16. Ports. Inter-port competition is hindered by insufficient road–rail connectivity and the 
lack of similar facilities among ports, while intra-port competition is hampered by different tariff 
models for terminals within the same port. This is due to Tariff Authority of Major Ports 
guidelines, which were developed prior to the establishment of port terminals. These flawed 
guidelines and delays in the revision of tariffs are major concerns to investors. Furthermore, 
rigidities in pricing affect competing ports, which cannot attract additional traffic through value-
added services or tariff reductions. The existing method of relying on the Tariff Authority of 
Major Ports to fix tariffs is contrary to international best practice and the Planning Commission 
recommends that since sufficient competition already exists in this sector, port tariffs should be 
deregulated.  
 
17. Airports. The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority was constituted under the 
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008. One of the statutory functions of the 
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority is to determine tariffs taking into consideration the (i) 
capital expenditure incurred and investment in the improvement of airports, (ii) quality of service, 
(iii) cost for improving efficiency, and (iv) economic and viable operation of major airports. From 
a pricing perspective, it is important to recognize that an increase in the quality of airport 
infrastructure and performance will entail substantial public and private sector funding and a 
corresponding increase in user charges. As private financing of airports is still nascent, it is 
imperative to strike the right balance between regulatory objectives and affordability.  
 
IV. Role of India Infrastructure Finance Company Ltd.  
 
18. While project finance involves significant costs compared with corporate finance, the 
mitigation of agency costs and the deadweight cost of bankruptcy are primary motivations for 
using project finance.11 The creation of a project company provides an opportunity to create 
asset-specific systems to address conflicts between ownership and control. Another feature of 
project companies is they use high leverage and joint ownership to discourage agency 
conflicts.12 Project finance is therefore more appropriate in India than corporate finance where 
investor protection is low (footnote 11). For India, risk management is crucial as this has been a 
major roadblock in attracting private investment into infrastructure. 

                                                
9
  The NHAI solicited bids for seven public–private partnership projects in QI FY2013 and received bids for only two.  

10
 The exposure of banks to the power sector is about Rs3.3 trillion as per sector-wise deployment of credit obtained 
from 47 scheduled commercial banks that account for 95% of total non-food credit. 
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 Chen, A. 2002. A New Perspective on Infrastructure Financing in India. Cox School of Business, Pacific-Basin 
Finance Journal. 10(2002). 227-242. 

12
  The two main distinguishing features of project finance vis-à-vis corporate finance are (i) enhanced verifiability of 

cash flows due to contractual agreements made possible through a single, discrete project in legal isolation from 
the sponsor; and (ii) lack of sponsors’ assets and cash flows in project finance vis-à-vis corporate finance where 
the lender has a potentially larger pool of cash flows that it can access. 
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19. Risk mitigation by India Infrastructure Finance Company Limited. In the context of 
the need for financing public–private partnership projects and the inherent risks, India 
Infrastructure Finance Company Ltd. (IIFCL) plays a unique risk mitigation role in the market. As 
a result of the IIFCL scheme wherein IIFCL raises domestic and international capital through 
government-guaranteed borrowings, India is able to mobilize private capital for infrastructure. 
The IIFCL scheme covers unmanageable risks (as perceived by investors) while the 
government-guaranteed borrowings take on the role of sharing infrastructure risks. The 
government upgrades the credit of a fully owned borrower by providing a guarantee for 
borrowings, thereby providing risk mitigation. This can significantly lower the cost of capital for 
the infrastructure project and facilitates the creation of commercial and sustainable financing 
mechanisms for infrastructure development and efficiency in the flow of private capital. 
 
V. Instruments Offered by India Infrastructure Finance Company Limited 

 
20. Subordinate debt. Given the higher risks of projects on account of various sector issues 
(paras 13-17) and over-leveraging, the subordinate debt option offers a critical line of flexibility 
to borrowers. Accordingly, IIFCL offers subordinate debt, subject to the following: (i) the 
concession agreement should provide for an escrow account that would secure the annual 
repayment of subordinate debt before returns on equity are paid; (ii) in case of termination of the 
concession agreement, the concessioning authority will pay a termination payment of at least 
80% of the subordinate debt on account of a concessionaire default or concessioning authority 
default during the operation period of the concession in the escrow account as mentioned in the 
model concession agreement; (iii) the subordinate debt shall not exceed 10% of total  project 
cost and shall form part of the maximum limit of 20%;13 and (iv) subordinate debt borrowed by 
the project company from any or  all sources shall not exceed one half of its paid up and 
subscribed equity, and subordinate debt shall not be converted into equity.  
 
21. Take-out finance. IIFCL offers take-out financing to sustain longer tenor bank debt, 
address sector or group or entity exposure issues and asset–liability mismatch concerns of 
existing banks, and facilitate participation of new banks. In case of take-out financing, IIFCL's 
total exposure, including direct lending, shall not exceed 30% of the total project cost, subject to 
applicable regulatory norms. Take-out financing transactions will be executed only for loans that 
are classified as standard assets. IIFCL will have the option to restructure loans taken out to suit 
the project and cash flows. Such restructuring may include increasing the extent of debt funding 
in the project if allowed by the project cash flows. However, such an option will be exercised in 
accordance with the inter-creditor agreement.  
 
22. Direct lending. Financing only 20% of the capital costs, IIFCL functions as part of a 
lending consortium and supports commercially viable projects. The limited financing provided by 
IIFCL ensures that it builds a diversified portfolio and does not suffer from a lumpy investment 
profile that caused distress to DFIs. In this respect, IIFCL will benefit from the PPP development 
initiatives currently underway. IIFCL does not undertake subproject origination and/or have 
directed lending requirements. The presence of IIFCL results in efficient capital allocation in 
financial institutions engaged in infrastructure. With IIFCL providing an independent source of 
funding, financial institutions may take exposures for projects in line with their risk return capital 
allocation framework. While the combined exposures of financiers may be insufficient to meet 
project needs, an additional source of funding through IIFCL would likely fill the financing gap.   
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 Scheme for Financing Viable Infrastructure Projects through a Special Purpose Vehicle called the India 

Infrastructure Finance Company Limited (SIFTI). 


